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information may be returned to the users. In s 

mining system consists of three main general, a ne With rapid advances in Information 
the normal way for people to obtain 

mformation has changed. However, the current AVAIRDIE 
search engines, like Google, cannot tell whether a newly 
posted article contains fresh content or not, as comparea

Adstract
Technologgy. 

preprocessing. classification and novelty ning. an 

system for preprocess Firsity. e documents are input into the 

models will be uilt by using various machine leam algorithms. Then, the system will determine 

documents for a given topic and filter out the n 
to all the previous posted articles. Thus, people may 
sometimes waste time reading articles which are about old 
or have known information. The solution to this problem is 

Novelty mining; it is a new and exciting area of computer 
science research that tries to solve the crisis of information 
overload by combining techniques from data mining, text 
mining, natural 
retrieval, and knowledge management. In this paper, we 
have illustrated the various steps involved in the miming of 
the dataset. The objective of this research was to find an 
optimal way to scan through large databases and detecting relevant information efficiently. The results show that 
proposed novelty mining framework can detect novelty on 
a set of news articles with very high accuracy. 

n-telev documents in the classification stage. Finallv based historical articles, the system wll determine whether 
article is novel or not. The contributions of this na he 

twofold. Firstly, to design and develop the ontin timIZ techniques for SQL SERVER 2005 database for-Tetneval 
language processing, information 

relevant information, which has not been well-studie 
and secondly, to study the novelty mining system involves pre- processing as its first phase followaiclassification and novelty mining techniques to detect n data from a dataset. This paper spans across the three ma emerging research areas of databases that include cauks indexing and information retrieval by query processing processing of dataset and knowledge management. Key words- Novelty Mining; Database optimization; 

Preprocessing; Information retrieval; Indexing This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, trei 
introduction about the motivations for the researh development of novelty mining system is presented. in * 
second section literature review of various optimzaton n 

novelty mining systems is described. The third s comprises of the framework that we have proposed r entire Novelty Mining system. In sections four details aaul dataset used i.e. Reuters 21578 is explained. In section ne 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's information age, it is easy to store large amounts of data. However, although the amount of data available to us is continuously growing, our ability to gather this information and use it remains constant. Imagine the time savings if we are only presented with novel information to read, while the old or redundant information is filtered out. Thus, novelty mining [1] helps to extract novel information out of a huge set of text documents. The term novelty (derived from Latin word Novus for "new") is the quality of being new, or following from that, of being striking, original or unusual. In novelty mining, users are able to send different documents to be tested for its relevance and novelty. Due to the millions of data in the database, the insertion and selection of data have to be kept at optimum. 

SIx the experiments conducted and subsequent per orTma 
evaluation is shown. Finally, at the end of this p conclude and give suggestions for future work in this field 

II. RELATED WORK 

of optimizaltd have as 

The major contribution in the field novelty mining is by Flora S. 
Contributed in this area. In [11, authors hav importance of novelty mining and databas technique on a dataset of business accuracy. Previous research on stressed on the task of findingeuments on a certain topic. 

Tsai. Other authors 
explored r 

A novelty mining system [2] is able to discover novel, yet relevant information based on context and reader's preference. It is helpful in personal newsfeeds, information filtering, as well as many other fields where duplicate 

ase optimiZ 

blogs, with 
novelty detecthon 

novel material, given a 

Authors in [2] 
studied the ti 
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aat task defined by TREC 2002 novelty track that is firstly finding the relevant sentences from the documents and then identifving the novel sentences frorn the collection of relevant anes The rescarch here shows that the fortrmer step appears to 
he more difficult part ot the task. In [3], authors have aralysed web logs posts for various categories of cyber secrity threats 
related to detection of cybet attacks, cybet crime aret terrowism 
They have used Latent Semantic modek sich a atene 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) arNd Probahilistic 1SA, to derect 
kevwords from cybeT security web logs. LSA is also discnssed 
in another paper |Ih In aother work 15), xthrs have 
proposed experimental results on APWSI data set. They have 

A. PRE- PROCESSINO 

There are varions pre-processing technicques that infer or 
extract strctured representations from raw unstructured data 
sOntrces. There are different operations under pre processing 
ike stop word remnoval and word sterming. Stp Word 
Remmovat aim« to remove stop words like 'is', 'an', 'the' etc. 
Word Stemming is the process of reducing inflected (or 
somerimes derived) words to their stem, hasic root form 
enerally a written word forttt. E g. rnunning-> run. Drinks 
drink, Mangnes.> rmango 

Document to Sentencef1) 2S) framework 
.)ALRrTHM USPD Foe WoAD STEMMINGthat shown 

outperforms standard (documETit level) Tovety detection in 
terms of redundancy-precision (RP) and recuncdarcy-recal1 
(RR) However they have suggested that D2S shows a sttong capability to detect rodundant information Also, in [8] authors 
aim to explore the perforrmance of redurndancy and novelty 
mining in the business domain. They have adopted the mixed 

metrie approach which combines symmetric and asymmetric 

We have used a moedified form of Porter Stermmer 
Algorithm [10] The Porter stemming algorithm (or Porter 
sfemmer"} is a process for performimg stemming i.e.. rectucing 
the word to its root form. It is mainly usect asa part of tem 
pre-processing. that iN usally done when setting up 

Information Retrieval systerms. The algorithm stems the data 
using a set of rules. There are 6) rules in 6 steps porter 

stemmer algorithm. These steps are:- 
I. Removes plurals of the words 

metris 

Difierent rescarchers havc contributod in the area of 
Turns terminal y to i when there is another voweB in 

the stem. 
database optimisation, but cither they have focuscd on B Trees 
or indexing techniques by LSA method. Nonc has givcn 
attention to pre proceNsing and optimisation using indcxes. In 

our paper, we have proposcd a framework which converts 
unstructured data of news articles to a structurod form (tables) 
and there afier indexing is pcrformnod and performancc 
comparisom is observed. This will also form basis for our future 
work of novelty mining. keeping in mind the constraints and 
chalicnges in natural text. 

Maps double suffixes to single ones, og- ization 
ational' ete 

4 Deals with suffixes -full, nests ete 
5. Takes off ant, -ence etc. 
6. Removes a fînal . 

In our modificd porter stemmer algorithm, we remove stop 
worcs like 'is', 'an', 'the' ete along with above ulfix removal 
We have used java as a programming language for 
implementing our algorithm. The benctit of impiementing 
porter stenmer is to enhance search process in the large pool of 

data and moreover to increase the efficiency of the entire 

IlI. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

The framework of Novelty Mining system is shown in 
figure 1. It is divided into four phases:-i. Pre-processing 

i. Database Optimizstion ii. 
Information Retrieval. The detailed explanation of these phases 

system. 
Novelty Mining iv 

IS gven below. B. DATABASE OPTIMIZA TION 

Database optirnization is a teehnique to improve the query 
performance with indexing and statlistics. lt can be defined as 
the optimization of resources used to inerease throughput and 

minimize contention, enabling the largest possible CPU 
workload o be processed. In our paper we have used indexing 
to oplimize the dataset, 

There are two types of indexEs that have been built on the 

data nanely clustered index and non clustered index. The two 
Lypes of indexes are as explained below: 

) NON-CLUSTERED INDEX 

The dala is present in random order [121, but ihe index 
specilies he logical ordering fhe index keys are in sorted 
order, with the pointer to the record contained in the leaves of 
the ree. T here can be more than one non-clustered index on a 

database able. Non-Clusered indexes have sructures that are 
different from the data rows. A non clustered index key value o 

poines w dala rows that contain the key value. This is called as 

row localor. lts structure is determined on the basis of the type 

iealy 

lusunalna kietueta 

Fig 1. Proposcd Franework 
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(2) Scarch is carried out in temporary tables thre pattern matching. 
(3) Transfer of controB from temporary tables to the . 

o1 storage of the data pages. A heap table [11] by defmition is a table that doesn't have any chistered indexes. 
Another case arises when no index is defined for a table at all. In that case the address of the first 1AM page oM the eap table itsplf is stored in the sysindexes table with indid- 0 as shown in figure 3. So. the full form of IAM s a htie misleading: it would be better called as SAM (Storage Allocation Map on Space Allocaticm Map). 

table 

(4) Output generated from the main table. 

IV. DATASET21 CuSTERED INDEX 

A. REUTERS 21578 Chustering modifies the data block 121 iito a cerfaim specifir order to match the index Therefore, omly oe chrstered index can be ereted on a given database tabie. astered ndices grestBy increases the overall speed of retrieval, but Usually mly if the data is acoesaed sequerstially in the same or reverse mcder of the chustered index. 

We have used Reuters 21578 dataset [9} in our work T documents in the Reuters-21578 collection appeared Reuters newswire in 1987. We have used a subset of. complete dataset for our study. The dataset is dividerd inta categories namely companies, exchanges. organization people, exchanges and topics. 

h 

Fewer data block reads are required as the physical records are in the at order on disk. the next row item in the sequerce mmediately befeore on after the last one. and so on. Some databases separate the data and index biocks into separate files, othera put two completely different data blocks within the same phyaical ile(s) An object is created where the physical order of rows the same as the index order of the rows and thec bottem (leaf) ievel of custered index contains the actual data 

B. Toot USED 
The database software that we have used is MICROSOF SQL SERVER 2005.Microsoft SQL Server 2005 is a relationai database management system developed by Microsoft. S1 Server 2005 (formerly codenamed Yukon") was released n October 2005. It included native support tor managing XML data, in addition to relational data. 

rows 

C. NovELTY MINING 
V. ExPERIMENTS CONDUCTED Novelty m1ning is the identification of ncw or unknown niormation from a given set of text documcnts. It is uscful in persomal newsteeds, information filtering. as wil as many other ficids where duplicate information may be rcturncd to the user 

The approach followed to perform Novelty mining in our project is Document to sentcnce. The document (or paragraph) of information is fragmentod into sentences to remove dupiicity or redundancy. Temporary tables are created on the fly to accomplish the task. Moreover the search is also carried 

The various phascs under the project such as pre proces1ng database optimization and noveity mimng were carried out s under. Performance evaluation is a key step to exanine project. We have evaluatcd our work and calcuiated he eflicicncy of our work. But before discussing the varous cas of cxcution, we first give an overview of the work done an then its relevant efficiency. 
Step 1: Creation of tables oui n thcse tabie for patterns as specified by the user, but the nformation is dispiayed from the main table. A Cursor makes it possible to perforn complex logic in SQL A cursor can be viewed as a pointer to a row. lt can only refer one row al a time. 

Two Cursors have been used in this project for the foliowing purposes 
d) For removing redundancy/duplicity. (2) For implementing search in the temporary tables. Cursor is a server side oul. ii is gvng row-w1se solution to the result set. 

D. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

Reirieval of iniormalion is also an integral part while designing a system, so as prOVide the user relevant information according to the query inpul by hin. If the results obtained are relevant and correci, then the system developed is said to be efficient. The various steps tor rctrieval of information from the structured tables are as follows: 

Figure 2: Creation of tables 
The above figure shows the query executed to create

erver for converting unstructured raw aa structured tabular form. The different atributes for int 

SQL 

are chosen keeping in mind the various calegories pre>c the actual dataset. 
() User inpuls the rcquest through query. Step 2: Insertion of data into the tables

C BBIJTM "July-Dec. 2015", All Rights Reserved Page 4 
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The sigmificance of using «uch indexes has already been 
discusacd. 

Step 4: Applying queries on the dataset for comparison 

The various cxecution plans for different queries are given in a 
tabular form for caxy understanding and comparison. The 
mumerical values depicted in the table are in the form of CPU 
cycles required to perform the task. As can be noticed from 
table I, the execution times in case of "clustered index seek" 
are loweat, The query execution is optimum in this case. Also 
the values for "index seek" and*"table scan" are similar, this is 
due to the fact that in both the cases the indexes are not used. 

Figure 3: Insert query 
The above figure shows the query which is cxecuted to enter 
the data into the tables. The various attributes are assigned 

Step 5: Converting paragraph ( or docunent ) level to sentence 

level. 

vales accordingly. 
***** 

i 

** 

. 

trhene wm ies. 2s se 

Figure 6: Sentence level fragmentation of data 

Figure 4 : Table contents 

The above figure shows the content of the table. This is only a 

portion of the complete database. The table consists of 255 

records in all pertaining to different categories 

The output depicted above in the figure 6 is obtained atter 

executing the first code which is written to convert the 

paragraph level data to sentence level. This step is carried out 

in order to apply novelty mining techniques on the datasct at 

the sentence level rather than document level. The above 
Step 3: Creation of indexes 

Following figure 2 is the list of indexes that we have created on 

out database: 

output is of a temporary table which has only two altributes 

namely title and the text. 

Step 6: Applying Novelty Mining on the dataset. 

Kasu eessoges 
1PRIMARY 

In the next step the application of novelty mining techniqueis 

OEK nafle index deoriplari 
date custsned localed ori PRiMARY 

lst dd 
ncds conpar nes rionclusleted localed ofn FHIMAHY Cpaves 

nclat xctharige 
nonchisterod localed of PRIMARY eanges 

rioncytGied lucaled on PRIMAHY g 
3 

4 nca 

ricist people Iochulereocoted 
on PRIMAKY peapie 

ncdet plaGeu 
rioncuateiod iocalod ui PRiMAHY psos 

rioncusleted located an PRIMAHY loc 

ricdet jopiC 

Figure 5: list of indexes on the table 

As it can be seen from the above figure, we have made a 

tolal of 7 indexes on our dataset (table). One of them is a 

clustered index while all the others are non clustered ndecx. 

carried out. In this step the redundancy or the duplicacy in the 

dala if present is renoved by using the code developed in the 
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Chtard Iruiex S* an 

form of cursors. Each scntence in the datasct is comparod to the pool of cxisting data alrcady present in the data and thus redundant data is ommittcd and never added to this tcmporary table. The purpose of removing redundancy is to incrcusc tho effectiveness of search querios as the data necds not lo bo checkcd in redundant data again and again, as this consumes time and thercby degrading performance. 

si,a 
uaered frides hr.a 

f tis C ed rdes . an 

9.941 
s petato Cst 
ftkualess Sulnsee Cest 

994201 fatimnad Humi*r n Rarw 

Ai 
2 

Step 7: Applying a scarch query on the datasct prior to conversion of documcnt to sentence. Obact 
frdataset| tdto} fdatat},{¢istirds pt} 
Otpnst Lst 

tdatas.{edbol.{sataset}, tutl, fdararet}.1oj 
Tdataset). tet 

MoM 
14 

Figure 9: Detailed cxecution plan 
Step 9: Application of second code to perform searchi scntence level data. 

umardaad 

a 

2 

i t w Figure 7:Query cxccution 

" 

As can be seen from the above figure 7 that the scarch of patterns is not applicable to the data directly as the data in the table is of XML form. And pattern secarch or text phrase search is not possible in the case of Xml attribute type. So we need to cast this data to another type such that we are able to perform search qucries on the text attribute as well. The alternative solution to this problem is described in the next step. 

Figure 10: Query earcution plan 
The above figure 10 shows the application of the search in XML form data. The highlighted text in the figure is the query which is cxecuted to display the relevant data. This method is also an alternative to the search procedure described in the previous step. The difference in this approach is that the search operation is carried out only on non redundant data, thereby overall exccution time is reduced if the dataset having redundancies present in the text. The execution plan o the query is shown above which shows the actual working ot the query and transfer of control amongst the tables to display relevant data to the user. 

Step 8: Casting the XML data to NVARCHAR. 
The figure 8 illustrates the casting of XML data attribute to a NVARCHAR type data. The purpose of this conversion is to apply text search or pattern searches to this attribute. As depicted by the figure a search query is executed searching for the presence of phrase "COCOA' in the dataset. And at the bottom of the figure the successful execution of the query is shown. The detailed e:ecution times have been shown by another figure 9 shown below. 
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Figure 11: Detailed execution plan 
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VI. CONCLUSON AND FUTURE WORK 
The propsod work uses a krge dataset of news articles. An etficient way to optimize database has been proposed with indexing technique. The experimental esults obtained show that the work optimizes the database with the execution time in clusterad index soek and as can be noticed is lowest out of all other attributes. Also the vahues of Index seek and Table scan are similar, as both do not consider indexes. With the proposed work the ettectiveness of optimization has been studied experimentally. Further investigation to the topic reveals that novelty mining with database optimization can give good 

The 

[8] R. Feldman. The Text Mining Handbook Advanced 
Approaches in Analyzing Unstructured Data, Israel James 
Sanger ABS Ventures, Waltham, Massachusetts. 

[91 The 
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[10] Porter-Stemmer algorithm for preprocessing of dataset. 
[1]http://msdn.microsoft.com/en 

us/library/aa964133(v=SQL.90).aspx 
[12] http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database index 

nsults. 
dataset The results obtained from the experiments conducted show that the execution time in case of sentence level scarch as wcll 

as cast search is sinmilar. This is due to the fact that the dataset does not contain redundancices Morcover the Document to 

source: 

sentence conversion is also successtully carried out with the 
help of the proposed algorithm. Thus the proposed optimization and novelty mining algorithms are cfficient. 
Mining of documents for novel information is successfully accomplished by removing redundancy or duplicity from the 
data 
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